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Abstract

of PSP require an exponential increase in processing as a function of the channel memory. Alternatively, blind equalization approaches typically demand
a much lower computational burden which is independent of the channel length. The objective of this paper
is to provide a direct performance comparison between
these techniques when considering the acquisition of
a static unknown FIR channel. The application of
PSP to modulation classification is also introduced to
demonstrate the versatility of PSP.

Per-survavor processzng (PSP) as a technaque for
joziitly estamatrng the data sequence and unknown parameters of a communacatzons szgnal whach exhabats

memory PSP utalazes a trellzs to wtaan and update
dastanct data sequence and channel estamates. In thas
paper, we apply PSP t o sagnals afle(ted b y ISI due t o a
F I R channel The unknown channel acquzsatzon performance of PSP zs compared to that obtained from
two bland equalazatzon technzques. P S P may also be
used i o perform modulatzon classzficatzon of szgnals zn
ISI envaronmentr Independent frellzsr5 matched t o
the modulatzoiis are crrnted and metrics f r o m each trelIzs are compared t o produce a classaficadzon decaszon.
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The receiver observations, T k , for a discrete time
finite impulse response (FIR) channel model are given
by the following equation.

Introduction

Per-Survivor Processing is a joint channel and data
estimation technique [l] which has demonstrated significant performance gains in various tracking applications in which a received signal has been corrupted
with memory, when compared t,o conventional adaptive sequence estimation. Unlike blind equalization,
which seeks to recover an undistort,rd (memoryless)
data signal through the use of an adaptive inverse
channel filter [2] [3], PSP exploits the channel memory within its receiver structure. Multiple candidate data sequences are retained according to a selection rule (e.g. the Viterbi algorithm) and individual channel estimates are produced based upon these
sequences. A true maximum likelihood implementation of I’SP would require the retention of all possible data. sequences and a least, squares channel estimate corresponding to each of those sequences [l]
[4]. Even Viterbi based full-stale irnplementations

The channel, of length L , has coefficients specified by
the hi’s The transmitted symbols art= the a h ’ s , and
the nk’s represmt a complex AWGN sequence ’ T d e 1
details t 11cimpulse responses of the channels examined
in this paper Channel B exhibits a spectral null.
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Impulse Response
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r -0.205 -0.513 0.718 0.369 0.205 1 fl
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r 0.348 0.870 0.348 1
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Ta.ble 1: Channel lnipulsc Responses
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Known Channel Results

invert the channel followed by a standard AWGN correlation detector at the equalizer output to obtain the
symbol error rate. The known channel trellis based
performance is obtained via maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) by using the Viterbi algorithm [5]. A comparison of the QPSK error rate
performances for the three channels is shown in Figure 2. For the easily invertible channel A , the t,wo
techniques yield comparable results. However, when
a spectral null channel is considered, the equalizer degrades significantly due to large residual ISI.

Prior to comparing the performance of PSP to
adaptive linear equalization for unknown FIR channels, we first compare the two techniques on the basis of their known channel counterparts. For known
channel equalization, we derive the optimal mean
square error coefficients by using the Wiener Equations. These equalizer taps are calculated as follows.

Wept = Rar . R - l
= E [ a . rH] . (H . E [a . a H ]. HH

(2)
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r---OPSK Pefimance. Equalizer (Doted)YL MLSE (Solid)

The rows of H consist of delayed versions of the FIR
channel sequence, hk , r represents the receiver ob~ a, represents the data
servations, [ T I r2 . . . r ~ ]and
]~,
M is the
sequence, [ u k U k - 1 . . . C L ~ - L - M + ~ where
length of the equalizer. For the optimal weighting
matrix, Wept, the rows represent different realizations
of the MMSE weights for estimating the transmitted
data with different delays. The row corresponding to
the minimum residual IS1 is selected from this matrix
as the "best" set of MMSE weights. A plot of the optimum achievable residual IS1 for channel A is shown
in t,he next figure for SNR's ranging from 0 to 30 dB,
and for equalizer lengths up to 80 taps. On the basis
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Figure 2: Known Channel QPSK Detection
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Acquisition Performance

We select two blind equalization techniques for
comparison to PSP. All three (the two blind equalizers plus PSP) are tested for speed of acquisition and
overall symbol error rate performance. The first of
these two is an orthogonalized form [6] of the constant
modulus algorithm [7] wherein the weight update is
given in (3) and will be referred to as the OCMA algorithm. This algorithm premultiplies the received
data sequence by an estimate of the covariance matrix
inverse to speed convergence time. An LMS update,
with step size p , is used to adapt equalizer coefficients.

1

Figure 1: Equalizer Length vs. ISI, Channel A

of this plot an equalizer length of 31 taps is selected as
sufficient for achieving the best reduction in IS1 over
a wide range of SNR's. Comparable selections made
for channels B and C resulted in equalizer lengths 15
taps for each.
The known channel performance of the equalizers
is then simulated by using the Wiener coefficients to
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as a function of observed symbols. Error rates are
measured in 100 symbol block averages which are ensemble averaged over multiple simulation runs. An effort was made to optimize adaptive step size for both
PSP and blind equalization for speed of convergence
over the range of tested SNR's.

The second algorithm is the "unconstrained" version taken from [8] and its weight update equation is
shown in (4). The term, K ( u ) , represents the kurtosis of the transmitted symbols, and 71, -yZr and a
are additional constants determined by the statistics
of the source constellation. The algorithm adaptation
step sizes are given by 6, S,, and 6,. This algorithm is
subsequently referred to as the SW blind equalizer.
Wk

+yi

= Wk-1
(I#k

+ 6 . sgn K ( a ) .[(IQ[ 2
+ y 2 ) a - (z2))Icz;]. rf

n

+ tie.zz,
~ p ) ( 1 4 2 ) k - 1 + bpl.zk12

where ( z 2 ) k = (1 - 6 , ) ( z 2 ) k - l

and

(I4"k

= (1 -

I PSP I1

I OCMA I SW

Channel

(4)

Channel A P O 0 0
Channel B I N I A
Channel c 10oo-2ooo

j

I

I
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Table 2: QPSK Modulation, Channel Acquisition
Times (Symbols)

PSP differs from blind equalization in that it does
not attempt to produce a channel inverse to return
the received signal to its undistorted form. Rather, it
directly estimates the coefficients of the FIR channel
on a per surviving data sequence basis. For a specific information sequence, a k + l , of length equal to
the channel's, the channel estimate is updated in an
LMS adaptive fashion (5) with the adaptive step size
set by the constant p [l] [4]. The surviving data sequences are updated with the Viterbi algorithm using
the per path channel estimates.

The acquisition performance of all three algorithms
is summarized in Table 2 which indicates the approximate number of symbols required by each technique
before the detected symbol error rate stabilizes to a
constant value for a given E,/No. For the spectral
null channel, B, both blind equalizers are unable to
adaptively equalize the received signal within the constraints of the tested parameters. The wide range in
acquisition performance of the two equalizers for channel C is due t o different acquisition times at different
SNR's.
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Figure 4: Converged & Known Channel QPSK Detection Performance, Channel A, PSP vs. SW
Figure 3: Unknown Channel A , PSP/MLSE vs. SW
Blind Equalizer, QPSK Detection Performance

Figures 4-6 detail comparisons of the converged error rate performance between the blind equalizers and
PSP. For both channels A and C, the converged performance of each technique is very close to the known

Figure 3 is a representative examples of the QPSK
acquisition performance measured in symbol error rate
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c,hannel values. PSP performance is virtually coincident with those curves, while equalizer detection is
within 1 dB. The advantage of known channel MLSE
over equalization is maintained in the blind adaptive
case.

ulation classification in IS1 environments. Again, prior
to treating the adaptive case, we first discuss the construction of known channel likelihood based classifcation tests. For a received sequence, r , and two possible
candidat(, modulations, COand C1, the composite hypothesis [9] likelihood ratio test is given by (6) and (7).
Since the actual transmitted data, a, are unknown, an
average over all possible data sequences is required for
the average likelihood ratio test (ALRT).

Converged QPSK Perfomawe, PSP vs Equaluallon.Channel B
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A different decision statistic based upon the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) is obtained by
rrplacing unknown parameters in the likelihood ratio
by their niaximumlikelihood estimates [9]. In the classification application, the data are initially unknown
but can be obtained using the Viterbi algorithm to
produce MI, data estimates.
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Figure 5: Converged 8i Known Channel QPSK Detection Performance, Channel B, PSP only
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An efficient means of calculating the average likelihood fuiiction of signals affected with memory has
been applied tjo t8hedetection of CPM signals [lo] and
to the estimation of parameters of multiple direct sequence spread spectrum signals [Ill. We apply this
technique to memory induced by an FIR channcl for
our ALRT classification Lest. The known FIR chiinne1 consists of two identical taps, ho = h i = ,707.
The ALRT decision threshold is set by tlte a priori
probabilit,ies of the two modulations. ALt.,ernatively,
the GLRX decision statistic is obtaincd Ily coniparirig the accumulated state metrics corresponding to
the "best," state for two different constellation trellises
implementing the Viterbi algorithm. An ztppropriate
threshold is obtained by comparing histograms of the
decision statistics conditioned upon the t>ransmitted
niodulations.
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Figure 6 : Converged 8i Known Channel QPSK Detection Performance, Channel C, PSP VS. OCMA
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Modulation Classification

Ry virtue of its channel acquisiton properties, PSP
is also examined for its suitability in performing mod-
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The classification performance of the ALRT and the
GLRT for two 16-ary modulations is shown in Figure
7. A performance improvement of roughly one dB is
observed in the ALRT over the GLRT, for 100, 200
and 500 observed symbols. Knowledge of the noise
variance and signal power is required for the ALRT
but not for the GLRT

of correct classification reflects the time required to
adaptively acquire the channel prior to reliable classification decisions.
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